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ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
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Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Inspiration comes from a background saturated in the theatre and graffiti scene: well versed in 
laying out a clean, well-organized document, logo, or branding campaign, but get there by 
combining a free-flow of highly-stylized ideas and compositions with an aptitude for finding 
inspiration in routines. Examples might range from reading an article about the movie Speed that 
leads to draw a comic strip, to simply admiring the leading in a paragraph.

Skills

Mac/Windows, Microsoft, Office, SPSS, Illustration, Typography, Graffiti, Sketching, Photography, 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Dreamweaver, Adobe Flash, Adobe InDesign, Maya.

Work Experience

Junior Graphic Designer
ABC Corporation  July 2015 – February 2016 
 Updated multiple documents that include posters, playbills, flyers, postcards, and web sizes 

for all 3 locations (Chicago, Hollywood, and Toronto).
 Designed are assigned individual projects, but will often work together during concept 

development.
 Developed Print designs such as flyers, brochures and Tshirts.
 Completed and managed list of creative projects from beginning to end Assist the Lead 

Designer with all creative projects Update product information.
 Created web graphics, marketing collateral, and digital design with Photoshop.
 Responsible for producing of a variety of graphics products and services for ads, newsletters, 

annual reports, brochures, websites, logos, brand maintenance, animations other duties.
 Determined size and arrangement of illustrative material and copy, selecting style and size of 

type, and arranging layouts based upon available space, knowledge of layout principles, and 
aesthetic design concepts.

Junior Graphic Designer
Delta Corporation  2013 – 2015 
 Design &amp; production of print and web materials, and assistance with customer service 

and sales.
 Assisted in the development of web elements for the Dagmar Brand as well as their multiple 

clients.
 Used Adobe Creative Suite programs to develop signage, photo-realistic displays, mock ups 

and other Dagmar Branding instructional and promotional.
 My responsibilities ranged from creating illustrative elements of the products offered to 

photographing and preparing them for physical and web .
 Remote Graphic Designer.
 Two designers may have similar ideas and skills that will require both designers to work 

together.
 Photoshoots will often require collaboration as well.
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Education

BA in Computing in Graphic Design - 2010(DePaul University - Chicago, IL)
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